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The countable case of a conjecture of Erdiis is settled: let G = ( V, E) be a directed 
or undirected graph, where V is countable, and let A, IIC V. There exists then a 
set B of disjoint A-B paths and an A-B separating set S of vertices so that S 
consists of the choice of precisely one vertex from each path in 9’. 0 1987 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For a finite graph G= (I’, E) Menger’s Theorem [6] states the 
following: if A, B c V then the minimal size of an A -B separating set of 
vertices (i.e., a set whose removal disconnects A from B), equals the 
maximal size of a set of disjoint A -B paths. This version of the theorem 
remains true, and quite easy to prove, also in the infinite case. To see this, 
take 9 to be a maximal (with respect to containment) set of A -B paths 
(such exists by Zorn’s Lemma.) Clearly, S = u ( V(P) : P E 9’} is an A - B 
separating set, and hence the size of any set of disjoint A - B paths cannot 
exceed 1 SI . If B is finite this implies that there exists a finite family 9 of 
disjoint A -B paths of maximal size. In this case it can be shown by an 
alternating paths method (see, e.g., the proof of the max-flow min-cut 
theorem [4]), that there exists an A - B separating set of vertices con- 
sisting of the choice of one vertex from each path in 9, proving the 
theorem. If 9 is infinite then 1 SI = 19 1, and again the desired result 
follows. But this version does not capture the strength of the finite 
theorem-in the proof the separating set chosen contains “too many” ver- 
tices. Erdtjs (see, e.g., [3, 71) suggested the following stronger version, 
which in the finite case is clearly equivalent to the version stated above: 
Conjecture 1.1. In any graph (directed or undirected) G = (I’, E), for 
any two subsets A and B of V there exist a family 9 of vertex disjoint 
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A - B paths and an A - B separating set S, so that S consists of the choice 
of precisely one vertex from each path in .Y. 
(We call a pair (9, S) satisfying the above condition an orthogonal pair.) 
The undirected version follows from the directed one by the familiar 
device of replacing each undirected edge by two oppositely directed edges, 
and hence we shall refer from now on only to the directed case. An impor- 
tant special case is that of a bipartite graph with bipartition (A, B), where 
all edges are directed from A to B. In this case a family of disjoint A -B 
paths is a matching, and an A -B separating set is a cover, and therefore 
Menger’s Theorem reduces to I&rig’s Theorem [5]. Conjecture 1.1 was 
proved in this case in [ 11. In [2] it was shown that this implies the 
validity of the conjecture for graphs containing no infinite paths (a result 
first proven in the countable case by Podewski and Steffens [9]). 
In this paper Conjecture 1.1 is proved for all countable graphs. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
A web is a triple r= (G, A, B) where G = (V, E) is a graph and A, B c V. 
(Such a system is sometimes called a Gammoid, see, e.g., [8].) 
The graph may be directed or undirected, and the web is called directed 
or undirected in accord. IIere we shall be considering only directed webs, 
and thus “web” in this paper is to be understood as directed. The letter r 
will be always associated with the web r= (G = (V, E), A, B). 
A directed graph T is called a rooted tree if it is acyclic and there exists in 
it a vertex r, called the root of T, such that for every u E V(T) there exists a 
unique directed path from r to v. (Omitting the direction from the edges, T 
is then a tree in the ordinary, undirected sense.) The path from P to v is 
denoted by TV. 
A set { Tj: i E I> of trees rooted at a common vertex is called compatible if 
U {E(T,): ig 1} is the edge set of a rooted tree T, which is then denoted by 
-IT,: i~1). When 111 =2 we write -{T,, T,)= T,-T,. We also say in 
this case that T, is T,-compatible. 
Directed paths are a special case of rooted trees. All paths in this paper 
have a first vertex, but not necessarily a last vertex (i.e., they may be one- 
way infinite.) The first vertex of a path P is denoted by in(P), and the last 
vertex, if such exists, by ter(P). If XE V(P) then xP denotes the part of P 
following (and including) X. A path consisting of a single vertex x is 
denoted by (x). Given a path P we write P for P- (in(P)> and if P is finite 
we write P= P- (ter(P)}. If P, Q are paths and V(Q) n V(P) = {in(Q)) = 
{ter(P)) then P * Q d enotes the concatenation of P and Q. If T is a rooted 
tree, P is a path, x E V(T) n V(P) and TX * XP is defined, we abbreviate 
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and write TX * XP = TxP. A warp (a term taken from weaving) is a family 
of disjoint paths. 
If 9 is a set of paths we write Yf= {PEP: P is finite}, V[Y] = 
U {V(P): PEP}, E[g]= lJ {E(P): P~9j, in[g] = (in(P): PELF), 
ter[Y] = {ter(P): PE Yfj. If XE Y[S] we write 9” for the path from 9 
which contains x. If 9 and 2? are two warps and I’[$?] n V[Y] = in[J?] L 
ter[Y] we denote by 9%4! the family {P*Q: PE 9, Q ~2 and ter(P) = 
in(Q)>. 
For simplicity of the arguments it will be assumed for every path P men- 
tioned in this paper that if a E V(P) n A then a = in(P) and if b E V(P) n B 
then b = ter(P). The only exceptions are the “trails” defined below. 
If C, D L V we say that a path P is a C- D path if V(P) A C = (in (P)) 
and V(P) n D = (ter(P)j. If C= {x} f or some x E V we write “x-D path” 
for “C-D path,” and similarly if D = { y } for some y E V. A C-D warp is 
a warp whose elements are C-D paths. An A -B warp X” is a linkage if 
in[?Y] = A. If r contains a linkage it is called linkable. 
For a subset X of V we denote by G[X] the subgraph of G spanned by 
Xand write G-X=G[V\X]. Them T-Mis the web (G-X, A\X, B\X). 
If H is a subgraph of G we write r- H for r- V(H) (in our uses H will be 
a path or a tree.) We say that X separates C from D (or “is C- D 
separating”; here C, D c I’) if there does not exist any path from C to D in 
r- X, which means that every path from C to D contains a vertex from X 
A warp $6” is called a wave if in[w] E A and ter[w] separates A from 
B. Clearly wf is then also a wave. A relation < (< if equality is allowed) is 
defined between waves as follows: YV 6 4J/ if for each path PE% there 
exists Q E YK’ such that 
(a) P is an extension of Q (possibly P= Q,) and 
(b) V(P)n Y[W”] = V(Q). 
(Note that (a) implies that in[%] cin[?Y]. Note also that “6” is not 
necessarily transitive, since (b) may fail to be transitive, but by (a) it is 
acyclic. ) 
The wave ((a): a E A} is minimal in this relation, and is called the trivial 
wave. 
A wave ri” is called a hindrance if in[@‘J #A, and then the pair (a, w-), 
where a is any element of A \in[ %#‘“I, is called a l-hindrance. If r contains a 
hindrance we say that it is hindered. Clearly, a hindrance is a non-trivial 
wave. 
A tide r is a pair (%K=YY(Y), we= w’(Y)) of waves, where 
w”’ L W-f (we think of-w“ as the “essential part” of ^w‘; since YV’ is a wave 
by itself, w\%Ve is redundant.) If .5 and 9 are tides we write F >92 
(Y 2 9 if equality is allowed,) if: 
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(a) every path in W(%‘) has a path in W(.Y) extending it, 
(b) every path in W(Y) is an extension of some path from W(9), 
(c) every path in We(Y) is an extension of some path from Q”‘(R). 
Note that then “w-(Y) > W’(W) and YV(Y)> W’(W). It is easy to 
observe that unlike the relation >, the relation > is an order (which is the 
reason for introducing it.) 
LEMMA 2.1. If TIY is a wave then ter[ $f] separates V[%T] from B. 
ProoJ Let w  E I’[%‘“] and let P be a path from w  to B. Let Q E W be 
the path for which w  E V(Q). Let y be the last vertex on P belonging to 
V(Q). Then QyP is an A - B path, and hence contains a vertex z from - 
ter[W]. But V(Qy)n ter[W] = @ since QE W, and hence 
Z-E V(yP)s V(P). 1 
If -tiu” is a wave in r then r/W denotes the web 
(G- (A\in[W]) - (V[W]\ter[W]), ter[W], B). 
LEMMA 2.2. If W is a wave in i- and 02 a wave in r/-W* then ~Y-41 is a 
wave in r and $f*@ > Y4 .^ If q is non-trivial then ti’&!l> @“. 
ProojI Let P be an A - B path. Then P contains a vertex from ter [ ?W]. 
Let x be the last such vertex. Then by Lemma 2.1 V(xP) n V[W‘] = (x}, 
hence XP is a ter[$Y] - B path in r/YY, and hence it contains a vertex 
from ter[%] = ter[ YV*@]. The second part of the lemma is obvious. 1 
The following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.3. If S E V and w- is a wave in r such that V[ r’b’“] c S therz W’ 
is a wave in G[S]. 
For any two waves YY and % define: 
~V-+q!=%‘~*{xQ:Q~%andx~ter[W]n V(Q) 
and V(xQ) n V[YT] = {x>} 
u {P E W : P is infinite or 
there does not exist Q E % such that 
s=ter(P)~ V(Q)and V(xQ)n V(%‘“)= {x)1. 
LEMMA 2.4. (a) V[W--+%]&? V[W-1. 
(b) ter [We --f 023 separates V[^ w ]^ u V[@] from B. 
(c) W+“2 is a wave. 
(d) W--t%! W. 
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Proof: Part (a) of the lemma is clear. Since 02 is a wave, in order to 
prove (c) it suffices to prove that ter[YY + %] separates ter[%] from B. 
By (a) and Lemma 2.1 this will also imply (b). So, let P be a ter[@] - B 
path, and let u = in(P). Since V(P) n ter [%I = (u> and since % is a wave, 
it follows by Lemma 2.1 that V(P) n I’[%] = {u}. Let Q := aU. Then QuP 
is an A - B path, and hence I/(&P) n ter[?zV] # a. Assume first that 
there exists WE V(P) n ter[%‘“]. Since V(P) n I’[%?] = @ it follows that 
w$ V[%!], and hence, by the definition of “tY + 49, there holds 
WE ter[YY + %I, and thus V(P) n ter[w -+ %] # fa. 
Assume next that V(f) n ter[Yk”] = @. Then V(Q) n ter[%‘^ ] # 0. Let z 
be the last vertex on Q belonging to V[W] and let R = Y$:. Then 
V(zQuP) n ter[w] G {z}, and hence, by Lemma 2.1, z E ter[ %‘J By the 
definition of %f + % it follows then that u E ter[Y!V + %], which shows that 
V(P) n ter[$Y -+@I #a. 
Part (d) of the lemma is obvious. 1 
Let (^ IIT,: a < [) be a (< )-ascending chain of waves (i.e., w0 d $Q”, 
whenever /I < a < [). We let 4? = t (%i : LX < [) be the family of paths defined 
byE[%]=U (E(P):P~w~for somecc<[andin(P)Eng,~in[$Yp]}. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (Wu: a < i) be an ascending chain 01” waves, and let 
q = r (WN : CI < [). Then “% is a wave and %I 3 tic for every c( < [. 
Proof. Clearly, the members of 02 are disjoint. Suppose, if possible, that 
there exists an A -B path P missing ter[%]. By (b) in the definition of the 
relation d it follows that if M < B < [ and XE ter [%G]\ter [%$I then 
x $ ter [T] for every y (b < y < [). Hence, for each x E V(P) there exists an 
ordinal p = p(x) < [ such that x $ ter [ Y$] for any y (/I 6 y < [). 
Let f3 = max {/I(x) : x E V(P) ). Then P misses ter [ ri”,], contradicting the 
fact that w0 is a wave. 
The second part of the lemma is clear. [ 
COROLLARY 2Sa. There exists in r a (<)-maximal tide. 
Proof Since, as already observed, < is an order, we can use Zorn’s 
lemma. Let TX (c( < [) be an ascending chain of tides. Then %Qi = w(Y=‘,) is 
an ascending chain of waves in the order >, and so is the sequence w: = 
W’(K). Let Y= ( taci K, ( tati “Ilr;)‘j. By Lemma 2.5, r is a tide, and 
it is easily seen that Y > YE for every CI < [. 1 
Now, let (w; : LX < [) be any sequence of waves. We define t(?V”, : E < [) 
by induction on [, as follows. For [ =0 we define t 4 as the trivial wave. 
For 5 = 1 we let 1 (wO) = wO. We assume inductively that 
afi = t (“IIT,: a < /3) is defined for fi < [ and that (i) %Yp >a? and (ii) 
V[aD] 2 V[%$,] whenever y < /?. If i is a limit ordinal we define 
582bf43/3-5 
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7 (%‘i: E < [) = T(&D: a < [). Note that the latter is already defined, since 
(“ZD: p < 5) is ascending by conditions (i) and (ii). By Lemma 2.5 these con- 
ditions hold also for {. If [ = /? + 1 define: 7 ($$: CI < c) = %p + @(. Again 
conditions (i) and (ii) hold, this time by Lemma 2.4. 
We summarize the properties of the operation t in 
LEMMA 2.6. % = r (Vx: cI < [) is a wave for any sequence (WE: Ix < i) 
of waves, and gZ 2 u%l a, V[%] 2 V[4!&] for every c( < [, where 
J2~=~(w~:p&). 
Given a warp f, a y-trail is a sequence T= (x,, P,, .Y,+ 1, P,, , ,..., P,, 
x,+,), where t=O or 1, n+l>t, xjgVand Pi are paths in G, and the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) E(PZk) GE(J) for some JE& (2kdn). 
(b) J’(P,,+,)n KU= {xx, xx+,> (2k+ 1 Gn). 
(cl lE(P,)I 3 1 (i<n). 
Cd) x2k = in( Pzk) = in( Pzk ~ , ) (0 < 2k < n), 
and, if t = 0, x,, = in(P,); 
xzk+, = ter(P,,) = ter(Pzk+ I) (2k + 1 d n). 
(e) If 1 i-j1 > 1 and V(P,)n V(P,)#@ 
then V(P,) n V(P,) = {xl, where 
x = in( Pi) = ter( Pi) or x = in( Pi) = ter( P,). 
If t = 0 then T is called a &-walk, and if t = 1 (i.e., T starts with a sub- 
path of a path from d) then T is called a $-track. We say that T is a f-y- 
trail (walk, track) if n is odd (i.e., T ends in a subpath of a path from J) 
and that it is a &-n-trail (walk, track) otherwise. The vertices xi are called 
the joints of T, and we write x, =ji( T). We write P’R( T) = U ( V(P,,): 
2k<n} and BK(T)= U { V(P,,+, ) : 2k + 1 < n >. The source of this notation 
is that we think of P,, as going forward on edges of G, and Pzn-+ , as going 
backwards. Indeed, we can view T as a trail (i.e., a path which may repeat 
some vertices,) in the underlying undirected graph of G, namely 
T= xOP,x, ~lxzPzx3P3,..., where Pi denotes the path Pi taken with rever- 
sed direction. With this way of viewing $-trails in mind, we use for them 
similar notation to that we use for paths. For example, V(T) denotes the 
vertex set of T, and if XE V(T) we write TX for the part of T up to (and 
including) x. 
Let now w be a warp and a E V\ V[ W] (resp. a E V[ WI). For each 
P E 9V let x(P) be the last vertex on P (if such exists) lying on a w-walk 
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(resp. ,V-track) starting at a, and let x(P) = in(P) if no such vertex exists. 
We write: 
M(a, %f)=M,(a, ?V)= {Px: PE@” and x=x(P)}. 
LEMMA 2.7. If (a, W) is a l-hindrance then M(a, W) is a wave, and 
hence (a, M(a, W)) is a l-hindrance. 
ProoJ: Let Y = M(a, w) and T= ter[Y]. Let P be an .4 - B path, and 
assume, for contradiction, that P does not meet T. Since $6”’ is a wave, P 
contains a vertex from ter[V], which by our assumption does not belong 
to T, and hence belongs to V[w]\V[Y]. Let z be the first vertex on P 
belonging to V[$#“]\ I’[%], and let y be the last vertex on P preceding z 
and belonging to V[Y] u {a}. S ince z $ T there exists a @‘“-y-walk R from 
a to y. If yPz meets R at a vertex different from y, let w  be the last such ver- 
tex on yPz. Then RwPz is a w-walk from a to z, showing that z E V[%]. If 
V(yPz) n V(R) = { y} then RyPz is a @‘“-walk from a, showing again that 
z E I’[%]. But this contradicts the choice of z. 1 
If 36’” is a wave and R a “@“-walk we denote by %” n R the family Y of 
paths such that E[Y] = E(W) a E(R) (here n denotes symmetric 
difference.) As is well known and easily observed, %T a R is a family of 
disjoint paths, and in[%‘J G A. 
LEMMA 2.8. Zf r is unhindered and XE V and r- {x} is hindered then 
there exists in r a wave CY such that x E ter[Y], 
ProoJ: Let (a, w) be a l-hindrance in T-(x}. Write: %Y=M(a, W). By 
Lemma 2.7 (a, Y) is a l-hindrance in T-(x}. The fact that it is not a hin- 
drance in r means that there exists an A -B path P missing ter [%!I, and 
since Y is a wave in r- (x}, it follows that P must pass through x. Let z 
be the last vertex on P belonging to V[%] u {a> (note that in(P) E 
V[%] u {a}.) Since z$ ter[%] there exists a @‘“-y-walk R from a to z. If 
there exists a vertex different from z on ZPX belonging to V(R) let w  be the 
last such vertex on P. Then Q = RwPx is a w-walk from a to x. If 
V(R) n V(zPx) = (z} then Q = RzPx is a w-walk from a to x. In both 
cases let Y =Y n Q (Y = w  a Q will do as well.) Then ter[Y] = 
ter[Y] u (x}, and since Y is a wave in r- (x} this implies that Y is a 
wave in r. 1 
Remark. Note that by the proof either (a, w) is a l-hindrance in r or 
Y can be chosen so that in[Y] =in[w] u {a} and ter[Y] = ter[Y] u 
{x] (or ter[Y] = ter[w] u {x}). 
LEMMA 2.9. Zf r is hindered and X is a finite subset of V\A then r - X 
is hindered. 
582b/43/3-5 * 
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ProoJ: It s&ices to prove the lemma for X consisting of a single vertex 
n. Let w  be a hindrance in r’. If x # V[%-] then YJY’ is a hindrance in 
r- X, and if x = ter(P) for some P E 9tr then -W-\ (P} is a hindrance in 
I-- X. So assume that x E V(P)\ { ter (P) } for some P E W. Let 
% = ?V\ {P}, y = ter (P), a = in(P), and 2 = M,- iXi(a, %). Then (a, @) is 
a l-hindrance in r- {x, JJ>. Hence, by Lemma 2.8 and the remark follow- 
ing it, either (a, 2) is a l-hindrance in r- (x> or there exists a wave 97 in 
r- (x} such that in[GY] =in[w-1, ter[%] = ter[w], in which case ??J is a 
hindrance in r - {x}. 
Remark. The, lemma fails in general when X is infinite. To see this, let 
A = (D, A, B) be any unhindered web, where A = {ui: i< o> and B= 
(bi: i < OJ} are denumerable and disjoint. (For example, take D = 
(AuB,F), where F={(u,,b,):i<o, j=2i or j=2i+l}.) Add to A a 
denumerable set of vertices X= {xi: i< w}, disjoint from A u B, and add 
all edges from A to X and from X to B. The resulting web r contains a 
hindrance, namely { ( ui + 1, xi, bi): i < o}, while r--X= A is unhindered. 
III. AN EQUIVALENT CONJECTURE AND A PROOF FOR THE COUNTABLE CASE 
We shall try to construct the family of paths 9 desired in Conjecture 1.1 
in two stages. Note that if Y and S as in the conjecture exist then the 
family of paths 
Z= (Ps: PEP and seSn V(P)} 
is a wave. We shall construct first this wave 9, consisting of initial parts of 
paths from 9, and then try to extend each path in 5? so as to reach B. Let 
F be a maximal tide in r (such exists by Corollary 2Sa), and let 
3 = W’(S). Define r’= (r- V[w(S)\%])/b. 
The fact that 57 can be extended to an A-B warp will follow if we 
prove the following: 
Conjecture 3.1. An unhindered web is linkable. 
For, assume that Conjecture 3.1 is valid. Since Y is maximal it follows 
by Lemma 2.2 that there does not exist a non-trivial wave in r’. In Par- 
ticular r’ is unhindered, and hence, by the conjecture, it is linkable. Let 9 
be a linkage in r/9”. Then the pair (5Y*dp, ter [a]) is orthogonal, as 
required in Conjecture 1.1. In fact, Conjecture 3.1 also easily follows from 
Conjecture 1.1. For, if r is unlinkable and 9, S are as in Conjecture 1.1, 
then the wave w  = (Ps: P E 8, s E S n V(P)) is a hindrance in r, since 
ter[w] = S and in[dY] = in[9] $ A. (The last fact holds since B is not a 
linkage, r being unlinkable.) 
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The main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 3.2. Conjequre 1.1 holds for countable webs. 
By the same reasoning as above, Theorem 3.2 will follow if we prove 
THEOREM 3.3. An unhindred countable web is linkable. 
Theorem 3.3 will easily follow from 
THEOREM 3.4. If r is countable and unhindered and a E A then there 
exists a path P from a to B such that r-P is unhindered. 
To see how Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 3.4, assume that r is 
unhindered and let (a,, a2,...,) be an enumeration of A. Construct induc- 
tively paths Pi from a, to B, where Ti = Tip 1 - Pi (r, = l’,) is unhindered 
(the choice of such Pi is possible by Theorem 3.4.) Then {P,: i= 1, 2,...,} is 
a linkage in r 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Assume that no path as in the theorem exists. Let 
(Qj: i < E) be a listing of all paths from a to B, where a < o. We construct 
sequences of trees T,,, of paths P, and of waves wH in r, = r- T,, as 
follows. Let TO = (a), r, = r- {a}, -h”, the trivial wave in r, and P, = @. 
Let P, = Q,. By the negation assumption r-P, is hindered. Let x be the 
first vertex on P, such that r- P,x is hindered, and let T, = P,x. Since 
r, = r- T, is unhindered and r1 - (x} is hindered, there exists by 
Lemma 2.8 a wave q in r1 such that x E ter[%“;]. Let now n 3 1 and 
assume that T,, is defined, as well as P, and wk, for k < n, and that 
r, = r- T,, is unhindered. Let P, + 1 be the first path Qi in the list above 
which satisfies: 
(i) Qi is compatible with T,, 
(ii) V(Q,)nU {V[%<]:k<n}=@, and 
(iii) Qj is different from P,, k<n. 
If no such path Qi exists, terminate the process of definition. Since 
r-p,., is hindered, by Lemma 2.9 so is r- T,,-P,, 1. (Remark: the use 
of Lemma 2.9 could be avoided if the formulation of Theorem 3.4 was 
changed, to “... there exists a path P from a to B and a subset X of V\A 
such that r- P - X is unhindered.” The present mode of proof was chosen 
for aesthetic reasons.) Let x be the first vertex on P,, 1 such that 
r- Tn^Pn.1 x is hindered, and let T,, + 1 = T,- P, + 1x. Then r, + 1 = 
r--T,+, is unhindered, while r,, 1 - {x} is hindered. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.8 there exists a wave WY+ 1 in r, + 1 such that x E ter[ VH + 1]. 
The inductive process of definition terminates after p steps for some 
P<w. Define -Ilr= t(%<:n</?), Z=U {V[%$]:n<P}, s=ter[%‘“] and 
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T=^{T,:n<p}.~yLemma2.3each~~isawaveinT-T,andhenceby 
Lemma 2.6 so is w. We shall show that Y4’” is, in fact, a wave in r. 
By condition (ii) on the choice of the paths Qi = P,, 
In V(T)=@ (*I 
holds. Also, by the definition of T,,, 
V(T)nB=@ (**) 
holds. 
ASSERTION. S separates I from B in I-- T. 
Proof of Assertion. Let w  E I, i.e., w  E V(Q) for some Q E V[%;], where 
n<b. By (*) V(Q)n V(T)=@, and, by the definition of t, if w$Sthen 
V(Qw)nS=@. 
Suppose that there exists a path R from w  to B in r- T, avoiding S. 
Then, taking the last vertex z on R lying on Qw, the path QzR is an A -B 
path in r- T avoiding S, contradicting the fact that -Nr is a wave in 
T-T. 1 
Now, let P be any A - B path in r. If V(P) n V(T) = @ then P meets S. 
since YV is a wave in r- T. So assume that P meets T, and let x be the last 
vertex on P lying on T. (Note that x +! B, by (H).) Let R = TxP. Suppose, if 
possible, that V(R) n I= 0. Then R satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) for all 
n, and thus R = P, for some n. But then, by the choice of K,, we have 
V(R) n V[wn] # 0, contradicting the assumption that V(R) n I= 0. Thus 
R contains a vertex u E I. Since by (*) v $ V( TX), we have v E V(P). By the 
assertion VP must contain a vertex from S. 
We have thus shown that -Iy- is a wave in r. Since a $ in[-W”], it is, in 
fact, a hindrance, contradicting the assumption that r is unhindered. 
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